Electronic concept mapping tools empower experts to play an active role in the knowledge capture process, and provide a medium for building richly connected multimedia knowledge models-sets of linked concept maps and resources about a particular domain. Knowledge models are intended to be used as a means for sharing knowledge among humans, not as carefully-crafted knowledge bases upon which machines will be performing inference. However, users must still confront the questions of what to include in a concept map and which concept maps to include in a knowledge model. This paper describes ongoing research on methods to provide content-based support to users as they extend concept maps by adding concepts and propositions, and as they select topics for new maps. The goal is to provide scaffolding for experts as they build their own concept maps, link their maps to others', and decide how to extend their knowledge models. The paper presents three approaches which start from a concept map under construction and mine related information-both from prior concept maps, and from the web-to propose information to aid the user's knowledge capture and knowledge construction. The paper begins with a brief summary of the concept mapping process and the CmapTools concept mapping software. It then presents three types of implemented suggesters, to suggest concepts, propositions, concept maps, and new topics to aid experts using the CmapTools, and describes preliminary experiments to assess their performance. It closes with a discussion of next steps for testing and refining these methods.
INTRODUCTION
Successfully capturing and sharing expert knowledge depends on the ability to elucidate expert knowledge and to represent it in a form supporting examination by others. In light of the difficulties in capturing knowledge through traditional knowledge engineering processes, there is considerable interest in facilitating the knowledge capture process, in particular through methods that allow more direct and natural interactions between system and expert (e.g., [13] ). The Institute for Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) at the University of West Florida has led a multiyear initiative on tools to empower experts to directly construct knowledge models, through the process of concept mapping [24] . Concept maps represent concepts and relationships in a two-dimensional graphical form, with nodes representing concepts, connected by links representing propositions. Concept maps provide a simple, informal representation that has been used by people of many ages, from elementary school children to NASA scientists. As a knowledge capture method, concept mapping is appealing for its simplicity-experts can construct knowledge models of their domains directly, or actively participate in assisted knowledge elicitation processes-and for facilitating knowledge sharing, by producing representations that are easily understood by others.
To support capture and sharing of concept-map-based knowledge models, the IHMC has developed CmapTools, electronic concept mapping tools which support interactive concept map generation, linking of concepts with other concept maps and multimedia resources, and distributed concept map access. A recent effort addresses how to provide content-based support: to help experts to identify useful concepts, propositions, concept maps, and multimedia resources to include in a concept map under construction, and even which topics may be appropriate to include in a new concept map. The goal is to provide scaffolding for experts building their own concept maps, consulting and critiquing prior concept maps, linking their own concept maps to others', and deciding how to extend their knowledge models. This paper presents ongoing research on three approaches being investigated as part of that larger project.
Each of the three systems presented here takes as its starting point a concept map under construction, and proposes information to aid the user's knowledge capture and knowledge construction. Because the software does not enforce that every concept-link-concept form a coherent proposition, the quality of the constructed map taken as starting point depends on the map-builder. Although most users build wellstructured maps, in the worst case, a user may build models in which sequences of concepts and nodes simply form English sentences with arbitrary divisions among nodes and links. The algorithms we present degenerate for such maps, but give good performance for a wide range of concept maps tested in practice.
One of our systems is targeted towards using the propositions reflected by the maps, summaries of the maps' structure, and contextual information to guide searches through libraries of prior concept maps. Two others mine the web to suggest terms or topics that are different from, but related to, those in a current concept map. In so doing, they help both to capture expert knowledge and to suggest new candidate areas in which knowledge models should be developed.
The paper begins with a brief summary of the concept mapping process and the CmapTools. It then presents three types of implemented suggesters, to suggest concepts, propositions, concept maps, and new topics to aid experts as they extend partial knowledge models, and describes preliminary experiments to assess their performance. It closes with a discussion of next steps for testing and refining these methods.
CONCEPT MAPS AND THE IHMC CMAPTOOLS
Concept maps, developed by Novak (1984) , are tools for organizing, representing and sharing knowledge. Specifically, they are designed to tap into a person's cognitive structure and externalize concepts and propositions. A concept map is a two-dimensional graphical representation of a set of concepts connected by directed arcs encoding propositions in the form of simplified sentences, such that the interrelationships among them are evident (see Figure 1) . The vertical axis tends to express a hierarchical framework for the concepts. More general, inclusive concepts tend to be found at the highest levels, with progressively more specific, less inclusive concepts arranged below them. These maps emphasize the most general concepts by linking them to supporting ideas with propositions. A knowledge model of a domain is typically arranged as a hierarchical structure of concept maps with maps containing more general concepts toward the top and more detailed maps lower in the hierarchy.
CmapTools, developed by the IHMC, is a suite of publiclyavailable software tools for knowledge acquisition, construction, and sharing (http://cmap.coginst.uwf.edu/). The software, used in over 150 countries, facilitates construction and sharing of knowledge models based on concept maps, and also enables the use of concept maps to serve as the browsing interface to a domain of knowledge. The tools facilitate the linking of a concept to other concept maps, pictures, images, audio/video clips, text documents, Web pages, etc., enabling users to navigate to relevant resources by browsing through concept maps.
Concept maps capture "informal" knowledge models: Although nodes and links can be seen as encoding propositions, they are not represented in a formal logic, and have no associated formal semantics. However, they provide a concise representation of information for human use, providing a representation between that of traditional representations-which are hard to capture and require intervention by knowledge engineers-and text-which may obscure the structure of a domain. Concept maps are used by people of all ages, from elementary school children to NASA Scientists. More important, experts are able to construct knowledge models of their domain without the need for a knowledge engineer's intervention, or to actively participate in the knowledge elicitation if a knowledge engineer leads the process.
The CmapTools client provides a simple point-and-click interface to build new concept maps. Users can construct new concepts by double-clicking into a concept map window and entering the name of the concept into the appearing text field. They can then link two concepts by clicking on the arrow button of a selected concept and dragging the displayed arrow to a target concept or the background of the concept map for creating a link to a new concept. When the link has been constructed, users can specify the label of the link. Users can link concept maps and other multi-media resources to concepts using menu options or a drag-and-drop interface.
The CmapTools and the accompanying knowledge elicitation methodology have been used successfully for capturing, representing and sharing expertise in a variety of domains. Applications include a nuclear cardiology expert system [14] ; a prototype system to provide performance support and just-in-time training to fleet Naval electronics technicians [7] ; a knowledge preservation model on launch ve- hicle systems integration at NASA, a large-scale knowledge modeling effort to demonstrate the feasibility of eliciting and representing local meteorological knowledge undertaken at the Naval Training Meteorology and Oceanographic Facility at Pensacola Naval Air Station [17] , and a large multimedia knowledge model on Mars (http://www.cmex.arc.nasa.gov), constructed entirely by a NASA scientist, without the participation of knowledge engineers.
AIDING MODEL EXTENSION
An initiative is now under way to develop methods to aid the user during concept map construction. These aids are designed in response to observations of snags which may arise during concept mapping. During concept mapping, users often stop and wonder what other concepts they should add to the concept map they are working on, frequently spending time looking for the right word to use in a concept or linking phrase; they search for other concept maps that may be relevant to the one they are constructing, and they search through the Web looking for additional material that could help them enhance their maps. The following sections describe three methods developed to address these issues.
Suggester for Concepts
The goal of the concept suggester, developed at the Institute for Human and Machine Cognition, is to facilitate concept map construction by proactively searching and suggesting new concepts to the user [6] . In contrast to the proposition and resource suggester, discussed in the next section, the concept suggester proposes collections of terms, each of them representing a concept that is novel (i.e., not contained in the current map) but potentially relevant. This can (1) help the user to remember familiar concepts that might otherwise be forgotten, and (2) give the user the opportunity to further explore and understand new and potentially relevant concepts.
The search for relevant concepts is a two-step process. The system first searches the Web for documents related to the current map [9] , to cache a collection of documents that can then be mined, in the next step, for the concepts to be suggested. The state of the map under construction is continuously monitored for significant changes that could trigger a new search for concepts to be added to the cache (Figure 2 shows the process). Significant changes in the map are defined as any modifications of the root, the hubs, or the authority nodes [8] . Such modifications may affect the relevance of cached documents to the current context, thus requiring the system to launch a new search.
A search process starts with a request for concept suggestions sent from the CmapTools client to a search server. All the processing occurs at the server side, avoiding any additional processing load on the client or client use of addi- tional network bandwidth. At the server side, the map is converted into a text query for a meta-search engine/crawler to retrieve additional documents that will be added to the database, and the database is searched for documents that are relevant to the context of the map. For performance reasons, this search process takes place in parallel, allowing for a timely response to the search request while still supporting database updates for future requests.
The subset of relevant documents retrieved from the database is then searched for potential concept suggestions. Our current approach to extracting relevant concepts starts by searching the documents for concepts that are already in the map. Each time a concept is found in a document, all the neighboring words are saved in a temporary table as potential suggestions. Neighboring words are defined as the non-stop words in the document within a fixed distance threshold (currently 3 words) of the concept term. After searching for all the map's concepts in all the documents we have a large collection of terms that are, at some level, neighbors of the map's concepts in the text. A frequency analysis is then applied to rank these terms and determine the subset for the suggester to display.
Preliminary experiments [6] with the concept suggester show promising results. Working with a trace of human concept map construction, the experiments measured the number of suggestions that would have been used at some point by 7 subjects building maps about electricity. This was done by analyzing the history of the map and comparing the concepts introduced in certain stages of the map construction with the concepts suggested in previous stages. The results have shown conservative matching rates around 49%, for a suggester presenting 15 suggestions at a time.
Suggester for Propositions, Concept Maps, and Multimedia Resources
Previously-built knowledge models, shared from other users, may help suggest propositions to consider and concept maps to consult while constructing a new concept map. To provide suggestions from prior knowledge models, the proposition suggester, developed at Indiana University, applies techniques inspired by case-based reasoning [19, 20] .
Concept Maps as Cases
The concept maps of various users are considered as case-bases of their concept-mapping activity, with each concept map considered to be a separate case. When a new user wants to "extend" a concept-add a new connected concept-the system views prior concept maps including the original concept as examples of how that concept was extended in the past.
In the current implementation, case libraries are compiled periodically from concept maps on the CmapTools servers and clients, generating case representations from raw concept maps and indexing new concept map cases. Each case stores information about a map's content, its structure, and links to other concept maps and resources that are attached to its nodes. This information is necessary to generate suggestions in the form of propositions, concepts, and relevant multi-media resources that may be helpful in extending and annotating new concept maps.
Building an Index from Concept Maps
Central to any case-based approach are techniques for indexing-characterizing when cases are likely to be useful in the future. Our system guides retrieval based on a category index computed from the concept map library. The index organizes concept maps into a hierarchical structure of categories, each containing a set of concept maps involving correlated concepts. More tightly coupled clusters of concept maps appear towards the bottom of the hierarchical structure, and more loosely coupled clusters towards the top. For each category, the index maintains references to the original concept maps and a cluster representative, generated from concept maps in the category to serve as a prototype. The cluster representative is used to determine if a new concept map is related to the maps in a category.
The algorithm for compiling concept maps into a hierarchical, tree-like structure uses an agglomerative approach, starting from a set of initial clusters referring to a single concept map each. It then repeatedly merges the clusters whose cluster representatives are closest to each other (by the criterion described below), making each merged cluster the parent of the clusters that were merged. This is continued until all clusters have been merged or the similarities measured between the cluster representatives fall below a pre-set threshold, suggesting that the concept maps from different clusters have little in common and should remain distinct.
During the merging process, the algorithm prunes the tree so that only groups of maps above a minimum size form the nodes of the tree. This affects the depth and the width of the category index's hierarchical structure, ultimately reducing the storage requirements, as well as reducing the number of comparisons needed during retrieval to find the category of a new concept map. The end result is a tree with nodes as categories. The leaf nodes in the tree form a partition of the concept map library.
Determining concept map similarity using a vector-space model: Concept map similarity is computed from a vector representation of the concept maps. This representation is similar to the popular term-frequency vector with inversedocument frequency adjustment (TF-IDF), but takes advantage of the structure of concept maps to adjust term weights, based on structural and topological clues to concept importance. In concept maps, more general concepts are typically found at the top of the map while more inclusive concepts are located at the bottom. The system adjusts weights accordingly, assigning higher weights to keywords from top concepts and lower weights to keywords from concepts located at the bottom of a map. In addition, the system considers the number of outgoing and incoming links to a concept node, strengthening the weightings of keywords in nodes for concepts with many connections to other concepts in the map. In our current approach, the link labels in concept maps are ignored, but using their information is a topic for future research.
The similarity metric is defined as follows. For each concept map C j of a library of maps L, let f req ijk be the raw frequency of keyword i in the label of concept k of concept map C j . Assume concept k has n outgoing links and m incoming links and is d steps distant from the top node of the map. The system computes the weight of keyword i of concept k in map C j as
Propositions in the map are encoded as concept-link-concept triples, where the link is outgoing from the first concept, and incoming to the second. The parameters α and β are used to weight keywords differently according to their concept's position in the triple. The parameter δ adjusts the decay of weighting as keywords appear lower in a concept map. The decay is slower for δ > 1 and faster when 0 < δ ≤ 1.
The total weight of keyword i in C j is the sum of all weights w ijk for all concepts k in map C j . This weight is normalized using the largest keyword weight in concept map C j and adjusted using the inverse document frequency (a concept map is considered to be a single document) for keyword i.
Similarity between the vectors for two concept maps is calculated by the cosine measure. This has a desirable property for centroid-based clustering: When using centroids as the cluster representatives, the inner product of a document with the centroid is the average similarity between the document and all documents in the cluster [18] . The clustering algorithm determines the similarity matrix between the cluster centroids, selects the two clusters with most similar representatives as the clusters to merge, and computes the cluster representative of the new cluster as the average weighted sum of the two most similar centroids from the similarity matrix. The clustering process produces a hierarchical categorization indexing all concept maps in the concept map library.
We have tested this approach on sample sets of concept maps. We envision that, for an application of this approach in CmapTools, indices and case libraries would be compiled periodically by the individual concept map servers and then uploaded to a designated index server. This server would be responsible for merging the different indices into a combined index and responding to queries from clients for relevant suggestions. The combined index could include several disjunct category hierarchies if the individual hierarchies are dissimilar.
Generating and rating suggestions
Users can actively initiate search for new concepts or multimedia resources by selecting the concepts for which extensions are sought, or can rely on the system to monitor concepts being added to the concept map and proactively suggest propositions or annotations.
Retrieving relevant suggestions:
Whether in user-driven or proactive mode, the suggester converts the map in progress to a term vector as described above and extracts keywords from the concepts selected by the user or the suggester. The keywords of the selected concepts and the vector representation form a query, processed locally by the client and remotely by a designated index server. While the keywords are used to look up specific suggestions in a case, the term vector serves as a context in the search for suggestions. The vector is used to perform a binary search for the best-fitting category starting from the top of the relevant hierarchies in the combined index and going towards the bottom.
Adjusting search specificity: By adjusting a slider, users can control how far the retrieval algorithm descends in the hierarchy tree to search for related concept maps. The further it descends, the fewer maps it finds, but those found are more closely related to the map in progress. This allows users to control how broad or narrow a search should be performed. Once a set of related maps has been identified, they are examined to find suggestions for concepts to extend the current map and to suggest resources linked to relevant nodes in the retrieved map.
Ranking retrieved cases:
For ranking suggestions extracted from a concept map library, we have implemented a keyword correlation metric, based on the distances between concepts within a concept map. The inter-keyword distance is the number of links between the concepts from which the keywords are extracted, with distance zero for keywords appearing in the same concept and infinite distance for keywords from concepts that are not connected. To increase efficiency for ranking, the algorithm that compiles the category index also pre-computes and stores the distance-based keyword correlations for the lower categories in the treestructured hierarchy (in order to reduce disk and memory space requirements for storing the keyword correlations, we pre-compute the correlation matrix only for the smaller categories that appear in the lower level of the hierarchy). Formally, for each pair of keywords (i, j) of a concept map C in a category χ we compute D C (i, j) as 1 plus the minimum number of links between concepts containing i and j. The distance-based correlation between i and j is determined by
where Θ i and Θ j are the set of maps in χ containing keywords i and j respectively. The final values of the computed correlations range between 0 and 1 with 0 indicating no correlation and 1 indicating maximum correlation.
When the suggestions have been generated, we use pairs of keywords (i, j) where i is extracted from the potential suggestions and j is extracted from the selected concepts of the map in progress to compute a rank. The rank of a suggestion is determined by the subset of pairs resulting in the highest correlation value. Among all the potential suggestions we display only the n most relevant suggestions sorted by their rank. The value of n can be changed by the user.
Initial evaluation of indexing performance
The algorithms for generating category indices and compiling case libraries have been implemented, and we are evaluating the quality of retrieval of suggestions. Our initial experiment focused on the performance of the indexing and retrieval algorithms. Several tests were conducted on two data sets. The first set contained three knowledge models on overlapping topics, respectively comprising 93 concept maps from the Mars 2001 library, 9 concept maps on the NASA Centaur Rocket System, and 14 maps on a meteorology project. The former two knowledge models were created by experts from NASA. The second data set contained two knowledge models, but on dissimilar topics, with 14 maps on AI topics and 17 concept maps on water and glaciers. The experiment was designed to determine whether (1) similar projects would be merged into a single hierarchy of categories while dissimilar projects be kept separate and (2) indexed maps would be located in the assigned category. Table 1 summarizes the results from the experiment. For both data sets, we tested different parameter settings for the initial size of a leaf node in the clustering algorithm, resulting in different clustering structures. The second column of the table shows the resulting number of leaf nodes (i.e., partitions) of the concept map library. The third column shows the percentage of maps that couldn't be located after the maps had been indexed and assigned to categories. Regardless of the different parameter settings for clustering, the algorithm computed a single category hierarchy for the first data set, and two separate hierarchies for the second. Thus the algorithm correctly determined that the models of the first set share common concepts, while the models of the second set have nothing or little in common.
For the maps of the first set that could not be located in the index, resulting in an erroneous classification, we determined that the maps still correlate with the maps in the incorrectly selected category. The correlation value ranged from 14 to 38% using the cosine measure and comparing a map with its best matching map in the category selected by the retrieval process (for the correct category, the correlation value is 100%). We also determined that the closest shared parent category in the hierarchy between incorrectly selected category and the correct category is-except for one case-at most one distant in the tree, meaning that the wrong category was selected in the final step of the lookup process. This is encouraging for the performance of the retrieval system, because this means that (in our tests) the original category would always be found if the user broadened the search to include a single additional level.
Suggester for Relevant Topics
Suggestions from previous concept maps are useful for elaborating new maps, but cannot help to extend the knowledge model beyond information that has already been captured in the concept map libraries. Another suggester, EXTENDER (EXtensive Topic Extender from New Data Exploring Relationships), developed at Indiana University, identifies and suggests novel topics that the expert may wish to include in the knowledge model.
The World Wide Web provides a rich source of information that may suggest useful topics; the key issue for the user is finding the right information. Commonly-available access methods fall into two main classes. The first class relies on web search engines (e.g., Google), and requires the user to explicitly specify information needs in the form of a query. A second approach uses directory services (such as the dmoz open directory project), requiring the user to manually traverse a hierarchy of topics. Both approaches have disadvantages. Methods based on querying web search engines usually result in large amounts of unclassified information, with filtering and classification left to the user. Methods that rely on the user navigating directories of topics access only a small subset of the relevant information, due to the slow and painstaking work currently required for the manual classifications on which web directories depend. Finally, a major disadvantage of both approaches is that they require users to take the initiative to search, and to know what they seek. Our goal in topic suggestion is to automatically identify topics of potential interest, that the user may not have thought ofthus proactively providing support by anticipating the user's needs.
Our basic approach is to use information automatically extracted from the current map to guide mining the web for relevant information. EXTENDER addresses the challenges of proactively and unobtrusively providing the knowledge modeler with a set of novel but relevant topics. As opposed to manually constructed topics selected in light of a particular theme, the topics generated by EXTENDER result from automatic processes involving web mining and clustering. Hence, we refer to them as artificial topics.
The Nature of EXTENDER's Artificial Topics
Topics are commonly defined as pieces of data that have been grouped together as a result of having a common theme. Documents and terms have dual roles in describing topics, and while it is normal to describe topics as collections of related documents here we will treat topics as cohesive sets of terms. Topics are first presented to the user as suggestions consisting of a small collection of terms. These suggestions enclose, for each topic, a ranked list of constituent web pages together with their descriptions and URLs.
EXTENDER's artificial topics are produced by an iterative process which takes a knowledge model as input and mines the web to find topics related to the initial model. At each step, the information found is clustered and incrementally used to guide further search, resulting in a sequence of generations of artificial topics. Our current implementation of EXTENDER utilizes a document centered clustering technique to construct new generations of topics (i.e., sets of similar web pages are grouped to form coherent topics), but each topic is also specified by a set of weighted terms. The terms that characterize an artificial topic are a combination of new terms originating from recent web search results, and preexisting terms carried along in the sequence of generations of topics, starting from the initial model. EXTENDER attempts to diversify terms during initial generations and to focus at the end, after processing several sequences of generations of topics. The exploration and exploitation of new-found topics is controlled by using a diversity factor to adjust the weights of novel terms, and a focus factor to regulate the preservation of existing terms inherited from earlier generations of topics.
Issues and Methods
EXTENDER's algorithm exploits the structure and content of an "in-progress" concept map for automatic query formation. As pointed out previously, concept maps posses the desirable property of having a rich structure. Automatic techniques that analyze the map structure [8, 21] are used to rate concepts from the starting set of maps. These concepts are used to incrementally search for new topics with the purpose of extending the knowledge model under construction. Irrelevant information is filtered by contrasting the search results with the search context. The search context is initially defined using the knowledge model under construction, and is then progressively updated as the focus shifts through a connected series of topics. Cohesive topics are generated by clustering the results returned by the web mining process. The diversity/focus factor is adjusted to favor exploration during initial stages and exploitation at the end of the process.
For concept map extension, EXTENDER addresses the problems associated to directly querying search engines or manually navigating directory services. EXTENDER operates proactively and unobtrusively, and profits from the search context to filter irrelevant data and return mostly related information. Although it can sometimes benefit from information available in directory services, it does not depend on the pre-existence of related topics in the directories. It can dynamically generate, in real time, a specialized taxonomy of artificial topics. In the following we outline the algorithm used to generate this taxonomy.
EXTENDER Algorithm
EXTENDER takes as input a concept map or small collection of concept maps about a certain domain, and generates artificial topics as follows:
Step 1: Apply topological analysis to transform concept maps into a term vector and generate initial corpus.
Step 2: Combine weighted terms to produce the first generation of artificial topics.
Step 3: Repeat steps 4-10 until the final generation of topics.
Step 4: Use diversity/focus factor to define a similarity threshold (higher diversity corresponds to a lower similarity threshold).
Step 5: Use artificial topics to define a context for search.
Step 6: Use artificial topics to generate queries for a web search engine.
Step 7: Use the search context and similarity threshold to filter irrelevant results.
Step 8: Identify the most relevant novel keywords and update the corpus.
Step 9: Use the diversity/focus factor to integrate returned results with prior information and complete the termweb page matrix (the integration multiplies the weight of novel keywords (prior keywords) by the diversity factor (focus factor).
Step 10: Apply term clustering to the term-web page matrix to obtain new generation of artificial topics.
Step 11: Return the final generation of artificial topics.
Because one of the goals of this system is to generate topics in a reasonable amount of time, only the information that is readily accessible as the result of a web search is used when generating terms to describe topics. Rather than processing the complete content of web pages, EXTENDER processes the "snippet" returned by Google, a text excerpt from the page summarizing the context in which the search terms occur. The system generates a set of weighted keywords from the snippet, URL domain, title, and, when available, the open directory project category name of the search results.
Evaluation
The usefulness of EXTENDER's suggestions is difficult to assess in a controlled way, because the cohesiveness and usefulness of topic suggestions is highly subjective. In order to perform an objective test of whether the system was able to generate artificial topics with content similar to hand crafted ones, we performed an automatic evaluation of the system using the Mars 2001 knowledge model. The top-level concept map from the knowledge model (chosen as the most basic) was used by EXTENDER as the starting point (representing the map under construction) and EXTENDER was used to produce a collection of artificial topics, without access to any of the other maps in the knowledge model. We then determined the overlap between EXTENDER's topics and those that an expert had actually chosen to include in the knowledge model. This was measured by two rate functions. Given a set T of terms in a topic and a set C of terms in a target expert concept map, Rate 1 measures the proportion of terms in an artificial topic that are actually part of a target concept map, by:
Rate 2 represents the proportion of novel terms (terms not in the starting map) in an artificial topic that are also part of a target concept map. Consider the set O, containing the terms of the originating concept map. If T ⊂ O, then no novel terms were generated and Rate 2 returns 0. Otherwise,
While Rate 1 shows the degree to which an artificial topic resembles a given map, Rate 2 shows the proportion of novel terms in an artificial topic that are also part of a target map, but are not in the starting model. The observation that different topics are similar to different maps in the Mars 2001 knowledge model is encouraging: it suggests that, while EXTENDER preserved the general theme of the originating concept map, it truly created diverse topics. If a topic and some expert map (other than the originating map) are highly similar, then we have a good reason to believe that the topic is a valuable suggestion, because the information that is provided by the topic is new but highly relevant to a topic the expert chose to include. In many cases no concept map in the pre-existing expert knowledge model used for this evaluation is similar to some of the generated topics. This does not necessarily mean these artificial topics are not valuable-they may suggest useful extensions of the Mars 2001 knowledge model-but in the context of our evaluation, the usefulness of these topics remains indeterminate.
Integrated Suggestion Presentation
To integrate suggestions from the three suggesters and present them in a convenient form, we have designed a panel for CmapTools that collects suggestions from each suggester. The panel is attached to the side of a concept map and becomes visible only when the user decides to open it; otherwise, an unobtrusive signal lets users know when suggestions have arrived if the panel is closed. Figure 1 depicts a partial knowledge model and the side panel with associated suggestions. Controls allow users to enable or disable particular suggesters, to request an update on the presented suggestions, and to request additional suggestions of a given type.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Initial tests and evaluations of all three suggesters are encouraging. We intend to both make them available for trials by a larger user base, and to perform controlled human-subjects experiments to assess their usefulness. We also see refinements to the methods themselves. Currently, our three suggesters rely on exact term matching; we are now investigating the use of Wordnet or similar electronic lexical databases to enable the suggesters discover a wider range of relevant concepts, propositions and topics by using information on synonyms. In addition, this will allow EXTENDER to better filter non-novel information, and to make a more informed ranking of suggestions.
Parsing concept and proposition labels and assembling them, to generate suggestions in English sentences, has proven to be a non-trivial issue. Likewise, additional use of NLP techniques could improve the extraction of useful query information, and could also help in using information from link labels.
To directly aid concept map extension, we envision a dragand-drop interface to allow users to integrate suggestions directly from a concept map's suggestion panel into the map, with the system highlighting possible locations for the new concept.
RELATED WORK
Several suggester systems have been developed to offer users context-sensitive assistance during task performance. For example, the Remembrance Agent [26] monitors what the user is reading or editing to retrieve related user documents; Watson [5] examines the user's current document to retrieve relevant online material. Other tools monitor user browsing activity to identify relevant web pages (e.g., [1, 2, 22, 23] ). These systems are similar to ours in attempting to provide users with context-relevant information, but differ in not attempting to extract concepts, propositions, or topics as our suggesters do. Topic-driven web exploration programs help maintain web portals on certain topics, by seeking and indexing information on the web (e.g., [10, 3] ). The approach of these systems differs in that EXTENDER does not involve pre-crawling and indexing, and is not aimed at generating extensive topic information, but instead attempts to dynamically generate samples of topics that will serve as basic hints to the knowledge modeler.
Systems to facilitate topic exploration (e.g., [16, 28] ) are similar to EXTENDER in the sense that they cluster search results into topically-coherent groups. However, these tools are based on a browsing interface with explicit user intervention. Another difference is that the ultimate goal of these systems is to generate more specific topics, while the goal of EXTENDER is to create diversity.
A number of systems provide interfaces for editing and browsing knowledge bases and ontologies (e.g., [27, 25, 12] ). These use standardized languages and require the intervention of programmers or knowledge engineers. Systems in a similar spirit to our work, aiming to enable flexible knowledge acquisition without the mediation of knowledge engineers includes EXPECT [15, 4] and SHAKEN [11] , which is based on a graphical interface and a library of reusable components. In contrast to the informal nature of concept map representations, however, SHAKEN aims to capture first-order logic descriptions of concepts.
CONCLUSION
This paper has described an approach to supporting experts as they build their own knowledge models of a domain by concept mapping. It builds on electronic concept mapping tools, which provide the functionality to generate concept maps, link them to other maps, and perform distributed access. In order to aid experts at extending their knowledge models, we have developed three suggesters to aid in selecting the content to include in a map. These suggesters mine the web, or prior concept maps, to suggest concepts, propositions, resources, and even new topics to include in the knowledge model. This provides scaffolding for the expert's knowledge capture process, as well as for the expert constructing new knowledge during the concept map construction process. By mining the web, they provide a tremendous resource for the knowledge modeling process. All three suggesters are now robust prototypes, and results are encouraging for their performance. We see these as steps towards a library of suggesters to aid this knowledge capture process.
